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ABSTRACT
This study has been produced under the National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP). It is NCHRP Project 25-25, Task 15, “A Historic Context for
Historic Bridge Types.” The study has been prepared by the firm of Parsons
Brinckerhoff, with the assistance of Engineering and Industrial Heritage, and has been
overseen by a review panel assembled specifically for the NCHRP 25-25 Task 15 study.
This study covers bridges built in the United States through 1955, up to the year
of the passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956, which created the Interstate
Highway System. It is intended to provide assistance to practitioners with assessing the
historic significance of bridge types within the context of the United States, and can
improve the significance evaluation process through providing a picture of the bridge
types that are very common and those that are much less common, as well as providing
an assessment of the technological and historical significance of the individual types.
The study lays the foundation for evaluating whether a bridge to be removed requires
additional documentation. (It is important to note that the study does not address one-ofa kind and other rare historic bridges.)
Chapter 1 describes the research methodology, and provides background guidance
to users of this study on assessing the significance of historic bridges, including assessing
their individual eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
Chapter 2 assists the user in determining where a bridge fits into the general
historic context of bridge development in the United States. Many factors have
influenced bridge development, and this chapter focuses on the evolution of the field of
engineering, technological advancements, and important events that influenced bridge
development history.
Chapter 3 presents the 46 most common historic bridge types identified. For each
type, the study provides a brief development history; a description of the type and
subtypes; identification of its period of prevalence; and a statement of its significance
within the context of the most common bridge types identified in this study. This
significance evaluation is geared toward the engineering significance of the bridge types,
that is, NRHP Criterion C. Historic significance under NRHP Criterion A, however, is
also factored into the evaluation of the bridge types.
The final Chapter (4) provides a table summarizing the significance assessments
presented in Chapter 3. Issues encountered in the conduct of this study are identified,
such as: 1) the lack of a national historic bridge database/repository for bridge studies; 2)
the inability of the Study Team to identify the requested fifty common bridge types; 3)
the lack of scholarship and NRHP listed or Historic American Engineering Record(HAER) recorded examples of the more recent bridge types, 4) use of inconsistent
terminology in the numerous extant historic bridge studies; and 5) the inability of the
Study Team to locate volunteer peer reviewers. The study also makes a number of
recommendations for the near and distant future of studies and actions that can, along
with this study, improve the bridge significance evaluation process.
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